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Victorian ICT for Women network is an inclusive, member-based
organisation that has been supporting Victorian women working
within the IT industry since 2005.
Our vision is to facilitate entry, retention and progression for women
working in, but not limited to the Information, Communications and
Technology (ICT) industries. We have a variety of interesting programs
that aim to build community amongst men and women within Victoria
who are also passionate about having a diverse workforce.
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Chairperson’s Report
We are delighted to present the Victorian ICT
for Women Network’s Annual Report for FY19.
The past 12 months has been a year that we
are extremely proud of – we are making an
overall difference, the community supports
our efforts and the programs are delivering
real actions and outcomes.
Apart from the positive community impact
received from our programs, some of the
highlights this year was being awarded the
#TechDiversity Education and Minister’s
Innovation award in September 2018 for the
Grad Girls program, the #TechDiversity Media
and Advertising 2019 Award for our Go Girl, Go
for IT program, and then the #TechDiversity
2019 Champion of the Year.
Winning the awards was encouraging to the
Board and to our volunteers, as it provided
affirmation from that our efforts to increase
entry, retention and progress of women in IT
are making a difference for our community.
We ran a total of six highly successful
programs this year - Grad Girls, Go Girl Go fo
IT, Importance of Women in IT, What’s Hot in
IT, MentorShe and The Click List. We are very
proud of the results and the positive community
impact of these programs. Participants also
provided feedback that our programs gave them
a platform to shine, learn, connect and grow
within the IT industry.

Our 2018 Go Girl, Go for IT program, with a
focus on attracting female students to study
STEM subjects, had 1700 students and 136
teachers attending. The 150 speakers, during
some 60 sessions, inspired and brought to life
the opportunities STEM studies lead to. Having
included Primary schools for the first time and
focusing on schools from regional areas we saw
a quick uptake and significant interest, resulting
in a waiting list. Ally Watson, CEO of Code Like
a Girl, used her keynote address to not only win
the hearts of the girls but also motivate and
inspire many of the students to the endless
possibilities of a career in tech.
Our Grad Girls program directly impacted the
lives of 61 female STEM students (Bachelor,
Masters and PhD students) from 13 educational
institutions in Victoria. Our sponsors have
commented on the students’ renewed
confidence after they have been involved in
the program. It has been so rewarding seeing
some of them enter the workforce from these
introduction, but most importantly being
empowered to make active choices of “where
do I want to work, what do I want to do” rather
than “I’d better take the first job in case I don’t
get another”.

Ayten Ozenc and Chris Skipper-Conway
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Our Importance of Women in IT program
consistently receives high level of interest from
our members with 635 participants attending the
10 breakfast events this year. A strong community
is built where participants gave feedback that the
events are building their confidence, gives them new
strategies at work, and also confirms the shared
vision of wanting more gender diversity in the
workplace. Our heartfelt thanks to all our speakers,
whose experiences and sharing have encouraged
and inspired our members.
Our What’s Hot in IT program brought together
thought-leaders across four events in this financial
year: Digital Health, Artificial Intelligence and Virtual
Reality, Move Fast and Break Things, and The Future
of Fintech and Banking. Across the four events, 370
participants attended and showcased close to 40
different speakers across diverse backgrounds
and experiences. What stands out is the amount
of innovation that goes on within our community,
and it is engaging to see the level of engagement
and the sharing of ideas in these events.
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Our MentorShe program had another successful
year, and connected 100 mentees and mentors
from 80 organisations around Melbourne. The
connections made from these relationships have
provided confidence to many mentees, and the
testimonials are heartfelt and inspiring.
Lastly, our ClickList program had its inaugural
launch event in February 2019, with over 100
participants, showcasing six of the Click List
speakers.
But none of this is possible without our sponsors,
who make our joint vision come to life through
your generosity and support. Thank you for your
continual support.
We would also like to thank the Vic ICT for Women’s
Board Members and countless volunteers, who give
so generously of their time to support Vic ICT for
Women and its members, without whom so much
of our success would not be possible. We estimated
that in this financial year alone, over 10,000
volunteer hours would have been invested across
our organisation. We are encouraged and humbled
by your commitment and support.

Over the next year, we are putting more focus on
how we can deliver more value to our members
and sponsors, and have started by expanding our
board with dedicated resources who will focus on
these areas. However, Vic ICT for Women’s agenda
will still continue to be a critical link between
government, business, the education sector and
other industry associations, collaborating and
influencing the direction of Technology in Victoria.
Although we have made headway in gender
diversity in technology, the job is far from over. In
the 2018 Gender Equality Report, we can see that
we still have a long way to go. With this in mind,
we very much look forward to continuing our work
together in 2019-2020 for the benefit of women in
technology, and we look to your ongoing support.
Chris Skipper Conway, Chairperson
Ayten Ozenc, Deputy Chairperson

About Vic ICT for Women
Formed in 2005, Victorian Information
Communication Technology for Women
Network (VICT4W) is a not-for-profit
organisation that operates to increase
the entry, retention and progress of
women in the IT related industries.
We are passionate about getting more
women into IT and encouraging them to
excel, keep exploring and expanding their
potential. We believe IT offers great career
opportunities and options for women and
we seek to actively demonstrate this to all
ages, starting with schoolgirls all the way
to working with industry leaders, to shape
the future and the thinking of our industry.
Our vision is “More women in the tech
world”. Our mission is to provide a range
of practical and sustainable initiatives that
will promote urban and regional women’s
entry, retention and progression in the
IT industry. We achieve this through six
programs, highlighting lifelong growth
options from primary school to executive
level. The programs are available to all and
are run, organised and delivered by our
Board and volunteers and funded
through our sponsors.

There are many other initiatives within
the industry that also focus on gender
diversity, however, what makes Vic ICT
for Women unique is that our approach
is holistic. These programs are focused
across all ages of women from young
schoolgirls, women at university, those
already in the industry, through to industry
leaders and ensures that programs are
impacting change and affecting diversity
at all opportunities throughout a woman’s
education and career.
Vic ICT for Women have been recognised
by the industry for its contribution and
was awarded the #Tech Diversity Award
for Champion of the year 2019. This
distinguished award recognises the
extensive work that the entire VIC ICT for
Women team contributes to the industry
and the passion which is reflected across
their team, members and sponsors which
has currently impacted over 4,000 people
in the last two years.
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Our Impact and Reach
Despite the encouraging amount of progress that has occurred, we still have a gender gap in technology:
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The significant achievement of Vic ICT for Women is that it has positively impacted, educated and encouraged more than 4,000 people in the
last two years going by participant numbers.
The organisation has developed six programs to help women throughout their journey and create leaders in the industry. The reach and maturity
of these programs continues to expand and grow year on year, impacting on more people in the industry.
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Encourages Tech and Digital
Careers for Women
Vic ICT for Women believes Tech and Digital offers
great career opportunities and options for women
and it seeks to actively demonstrate this to all
ages, starting with schoolgirls all the way to
working with industry leaders to shape the future.

Building Strong Communities
The organisation has created a community of
members, sponsors and volunteers, from various
backgrounds, who are leading in the industry.
It showcases inspiring women (and men) who
want to give back to the community and inspire
other women to choose STEM as a career path.
There are several stories of participants within
the network who have attended a Go Girl, Go
for IT or Grad Girls program, have participated
in other Vic ICT programs, become role models
and volunteer for programs teams themselves.
Internally, the organisation has a diverse
board and set of program teams, with people
coming from different backgrounds within the
industry. Board members have backgrounds in
recruitment, marketing, accounting, consulting,
project management, transformation, software
development and running their own business,
to name a few, and from companies as diverse
as Toll Group, NAB, AWS, Accenture, Slack, MLC,
GMT People and University of Melbourne. In keeping
with its vision - gender balance within the workforce
– the organisation actively encourages men to
participate in the programs and on the board. This
has resulted in having a number of men participating
in the programs, championing the change and now
have two men on the board.

Vic ICT for Women has created a community of
members across a diverse range of categories
within the STEM industry including technology,
education, government, banking and finance,
utilities, healthcare and recruitment. The
membership caters for large corporate,
middle-tier and small organisations as well
as individual and educational memberships.
The educational membership tier enables any
student or staff of a member university to attend
and participate in Vic ICT for Women events and
programs at the discounted membership rate.

Provide Role Models
Research suggests that one of the reasons why
women leave the IT sector is due to a lack of role
models. The organisation aims to provide this
through their Retain and Progress programs.
And their Lead program is about those role
models giving back.
Creating opportunities and platform for female
technology speakers to showcase their experience,
mentor others, build confidence and give back to
their community
The organisation ensures there are a diverse
range of speakers and sponsors at the events,
so attendees can get a better understanding of
the breadth of roles and specialities available
in the sector.
• At Go Girl, Go for IT in 2018 there were 150
speakers running 60 sessions across topics
ranging from start-ups, great female role models
and coding activities. There were 34 sponsors,
which ranged from larger organisations such
as ANZ and Telstra to smaller organisations
such as Robo Gals.

• At the Importance of Women in IT speakers have
included males and females, Vic ICT for Women’s
Sex Discrimination Commissioner, Victoria’s Lead
Scientist, Chief Information Officers and speakers
with different cultural backgrounds and also
representing the LGBTI community.
• What’s Hot in IT ensures there is a minimum
of 50 percent female tech leaders on its panels.
Feedback from What’s Hot in IT: “In awe of the
diversity of your speakers at this event. Keynote
speaker a standout. Great blend of humour,
intelligence, deep knowledge, vision
and pragmatism”.

Encourage Diversity and Inclusion agendas
Vic ICT for Women works with sponsors to
help them achieve their Diversity & Inclusion
agendas, particularly across technology areas and
specifically embracing the advancement of women
in this space. The sponsors are also from a diverse
range of companies, such as AGL, ANZ, NAB,
Motorola Solutions, REA group, Computershare,
Work180, William Buck, Neustar & GMT People.
The organisation also gets behind, supports and
partners with other organisations and events in the
industry that celebrate diversity, such as Future of
Work conference, Creative Intelligence conference,
eSafety, ACS and PMI.
The depth and breadth of the programs, sponsors
and speakers helps to showcase the diversity
of roles and brands that exist in the industry,
showcase female role models in ICT and provides a
platform for organisations to network with potential
and future employees.
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Tech Diversity Awards
The #TechDiversity Awards Gala
Dinner celebrates the achievement
and contribution of the people and
programs who foster diversity and
inclusion within organisations
across the technology sector.
With over 550 of Victoria’s leading
digital technology experts gathering
together annually this awards event
showcases outstanding expressions
of leadership, behaviour, commitment
and courage – key touchstones that
embrace inclusion and drive diversity.
This year, the event was held on 12th
September 2019.
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Our organisation received two awards
this year: the #TechDiversity Awards for
Champion of the year, and the Media
and Advertising award for the Go Girl
Go for IT program.
The #TechDiversity Champion
Award recognised us for their
extensive program offering which is
aimed at attracting, joining, retaining,
progressing and promoting leadership
opportunities for girls and women
across the ICT industry. These
programs are focused across all ages
of women from young schoolgirls,
women at university, those already
in the industry, through to industry
leaders and ensures that programs
are impacting change and affecting
diversity at all opportunities throughout
a woman’s education and career.

This distinguished award recognises
the wonderful work our organisation
contributed to the industry and the
passion which is reflected across their
team, members and sponsors which
has currently impacted over 4,000
people in the last two years.
We were also awarded the ‘Media
and Advertising Award’ for the ‘Go Girl,
Go for IT’ program which recognised
extraordinary achievements in
showcasing technology careers to
young girls. This program targets over
2,000 female students from years 5 to
12 across 73 Victorian schools and
promotes STEM education, career
opportunities opening the door for
young women to hear from inspirational
female role models in addition to getting
hands on with the latest tech at their
upcoming 2020 event.

“We are elated to be recognised by #TechDiversity as leaders of change;
the Champions Award affirms that our voices are being heard.
Let’s embrace this momentum and make the pendulum of change move faster in resolving
gender inequality across the tech industry - this will make the reward even sweeter.”
Chris Skipper-Conway, Board Member and Chairperson, VIC ICT for Women
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Recognising & Celebrating our Leaders
In addition to being recognised as an organisation,
two of our Board Members also participated in
global eventshis year.

Ayten Ozenc wins Women in IT Award
(Asia), 2019
Our deputy chairperson, Ayten Ozenc, was
awarded the “Transformation Leader of
the Year” in the 2019 inaugural Women
in IT Award (Asia) in May.
The Women in IT Awards recognises the
outstanding achievements of women in
the tech world. The event was attended
by over 300 business leaders throughout
Asia, and is the first event in Asia which
brought together business and tech
leaders to highlight the importance
of gender diversity in IT.
Ayten was awarded this prestigious award
for her accomplishments in her current role
as the Executive General Manager, Global
Head of Delivery and Engineering at Toll
Group. Vic ICT for Women is proud and
delighted to celebrate this significant
achievement with Ayten.
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Fi Slaven at Driving Strategic Innovation Course at MIT Boston
Our secretary, Fi Slaven, was thrilled
to be supported by William Buck to
attend a Driving Strategic Innovation
course, held at MIT in September 2019.
The course was attended by 55
people from over 20 countries and
industries, with the majority being
from larger corporations, though
there were approximately 10 startup entrepreneurs. Delighted to note
that all 4 Australian attendees were
women and 3 of these were also
linked with entrepreneurial ventures.

Ultimately the course has given Fi
a greater understanding on how to
approach innovation, some tools
associated, insight into her inherent
approach traits and a network of
people and resources to link in with
for the future.
“I believe it was very beneficial and
look forward to utilising and sharing
this knowledge within all walks of
my professional and personal life.”
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Our Programs

ATTRACT

JOIN

RETAIN

Go Girl, Go For IT

Grad Girls

What’s Hot in IT

Importance of Women in IT

Biennial program

Annual program

3-4 events per year

10 events per year

Go Girl, Go for IT aims to
inform, educate and inspire
female students (years
5-11) on the wide range
of careers and options
available within the IT
industry. Secondary school
girls and their teachers
from both metropolitan and
regional schools in Victoria
are encouraged to attend
the free all day, hands-on
event. Travel grants are
available for regional or
disadvantaged schools.

Grad Girls aims to
empowers female students
to make informed decisions
about the next step in their
career.

1700 students, 136
teachers, 150 speakers

attended Go Girl, Go for IT
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The program introduces
them to a range of
companies who showcase
their workplace and what
they do in the technology
industry.

What’s Hot in IT is
an interactive event
showcasing emerging
technologies and industry
trends in a friendly and
informative atmosphere.
Three events have been
held in the last year and
featured: Move Fast and
Break Things, Cyber
Security and Digital Health.

61female STEM students
participated in Grad Girls

• Over 150 volunteers
across FY19, including
Board Members

370 attended
What’s Hot in IT

Importance of Women
in IT Program consists of
10 breakfast networking
events where a variety of
IT leaders share their
journey and learnings,
and corporations are
given opportunity to
profile their leaders.

635 attended
Importance of Women in IT

• Over 10,000 volunteer
hours across FY19

PROGRESS

LEAD

Mentor (SHE:)

The Click List

Annual program

Annual program

Our mentoring program,
MentorShe, runs from
February to November
each year. Designed to
assist the professional
development of women in
IT, and provides opportunity
for IT professionals to be a
mentor and contribute to
the industry.

100 members
participated in MentorShe
• Impacted around 4000
participants across our
programs in FY19

The Click List is aimed
at conference organisers,
industry organisations,
journalists and bloggers
and highlights the
experience and expertise
of women who are available
to speak at industry events,
conferences, and comment
on trade media articles.

Over 100 speakers
registered on The Click List

Why Go Girl Go for IT?
Go Girl Go for IT is sparking the interest and
opportunities in young women early in their
decision making about their career path.
Studies show that only three per cent of
school girls are considering a career in IT and
only one in four Australian IT graduates are
female. This is despite a 70 per cent growth of
IT jobs since 1996, women account for only 16
per cent of IT roles in Australia.
As students make the decision about what
to study in university in the later years of
high school it is pivotal that Go Girl Go for IT
showcases the full range of careers in IT.

What is Go Girl Go for IT?
Go Girl Go for IT is a free-of-charge, biannual, one day event with the aim to raise
awareness of careers in IT for school-age girls.
The program has been hosted by Vic ICT for
Women for the past decade. Go Girl is a fully
sponsored event, run 100% by volunteers.

Our Events and Participants
The theme of the 2018 one-day event was “Any
Girl for IT”, and was held on 16 August 2018 at
Deakin University in Burwood. The event had
the greatest number of participants in the 10
years that it has been running. For this event,
we had over 2000 girls register, and over 1700
students, 136 teachers and 150 different
speakers attend on the day.

In 2018, the program has also extended its
reach and influence by including years 5 and 6
students. This change was a success with very
positive feedback from the primary school girls
and their teachers.
At the event, students and teachers can
explore technology concepts from talking
to organisations and professionals in the
Trade Show, or they can listen to any of the
150 different speakers across 60 information
sessions with aims to inspire and bring to life
what a career in STEM would be like. Speaker
topics ranged from start-ups, great female
role models and coding activities. The keynote
speaker for the 2018 event, Ally Watson, who
is the CEO of Code Like a Girl, motivated
and inspired many of the students of the
possibilities of careers in tech.
The program was sponsored by 34 different
sponsors, ranging from larger organisations
such as ANZ and Telstra to more tech
specialised organisations such as Robogals.
Without their financial and in-kind sponsorship,
the event would not have been as successful as
it was.
The Thank-You event for volunteers was held at
end of August with aims of thanking all those
involved in making the day such a success.
From planning, operations on the day and those
accompanying speakers and managing the
stands in the trade hall, there were over 200
active volunteers on the day that helped make
this event a success.
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Thank You to Fi Slaven

Awards Won

Fi Slaven successfully led the Go-Girl Program over
the past 6 years and has chosen to step-down from
the Board to pursue other passions in 2020. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank Fi
Slaven who has done an amazing job at leading
the program over the past 6 years.

We were honored to be recognised across the
industry, and the program was awarded the Tech
Diversity Award for Media and Advertising Award
in September 2019.

Go Girl, Go for IT Event planning for 2020
The vision for the 2020 program is to expand our
reach into the primary schools. We have already
started planning with a Design Sprint held in
November 2018. We have started forming our
structure and teams in mid-2019 in readiness for
the upcoming 2020 event. We are continuing to
shape the program ensuring we avoid unnecessary
complexity and focus on high-value features. We
are collaborating with other partners who are also
on the same mission to turn the dial and increase
the pipeline of women into IT, and we’re innovating
on our program to continue to reach #anygirl4IT
and make it fun and exciting.

Future of Work summit
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On the 15th May, 2019, the Go Girl Director was
invited to attend the Future of Work summit and
speak to delegates about the importance of females
in technology and what the Go Girl, Go for IT
program is doing to address the gender diversity
issue. There were a number of school principals,
people from government, corporates and of course,
many of those people are also parents.
It was a great way to engage people 1:1 or in small
groups and share the great work that the Vic ICT
for Women do within the Go Girl program.

What makes our program unique?
Go Girl, Go for IT is unique in that there is no
other event of matching reach in Victoria where
over 2000 participants (students, teachers and
volunteers) come together in one single event
to celebrate the possibility of having more girls
interested in STEM.
Recent studies show that the age which girls
‘cement’ their belief in themselves is younger
than previously thought. On this basis, we
want to make sure we unblock that false
self-doubt, while we continue to foster their
excitement and engagement through the
rest of their school journey.

Community Impact
The biggest impact of the program is that young
school-age female students are given an event
specifically to increase their interest in STEM.
The event builds a strong sense of community, and
many female tech professionals are available onsite
to engage with the students directly. In an area of
study where it is usually dominated by boys, and it
may not be ‘cool’ for girls to study tech, having an
event focussed on female students gives room for
questions to be answered, doubts to be unblocked
and confirming their passions to study STEM by
introducing the students to what is possible.

Go Girl also conducted a post-event survey, and
there was a 10% increase in girls considering a
career in STEM and the number of students who
were unsure had dropped by 12%. In addition, 90%
of attendees said they would attend Go Girl Go for
IT in 2020. 98% of teachers would attend Go Girl,
Go for IT again, with 90+% made connections or
gathered information for future use.

“I just wanted to pass on a thank you
from our Primary school for including us
in the GO Girl event. The day was seamless,
the volunteers were fantastic and the
speakers were inspiring. We were faced
with the unfortunate situation of one of our
students becoming ill, meaning the other
staff member from our school was dealing
with her and had to leave the sessions.
I was left with the remaining 26 girls on my
own, however a volunteer by the name of
Jasmine stepped in and offered support.
She was fantastic, even offering her
mobile number to me in case got stuck
over the lunch period. Our students are
from a very disadvantaged area, and often
face transgenerational poverty. They were
buzzing on the way home from the day,
with many saying they want to
go to university.”
Feedback from Participants (Teacher)

Platinum Sponsor:

Gold Sponsors:

Silver Sponsors:

Bronze Sponsors:

Friends of Go Girl

• Deakin University

• Monash University

• Kinetic IT

• Robogals

• The Dream Collective

• Carsales.com

• University of Melbourne,
School of Engineering

• ACS Foundation

• Code the Future

• MYOB

• Resource Solutions Group

• Envato

• Girls Invent

• NAB

• Women’s Agenda

• V-Line

• Girl Geek Academy

• AGL

• Australian Women in
Security Network

• AISA

• April Storm 3D

• Google

• Code the Future

• Telstra
• ANZ Bank

• Tech Girls are Superheroes

Thank you
to our
program
sponsors

• Toyota
• Victoria State Government

• Seek
• Computershare
• GMT People
• Datacom
• Yellow Fin

• GE
• Aussie Broadband
• PWC
• Transpire

• Deloitte
• William Buck
• Transurban
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Why Grad Girls?
Grad Girls is a unique, first-of-its-kind, program
focusing on bridging the gap in transitioning a
student from an academic to a professional life in
the tech industry.

CAREER
SUPPORT
FOR FEMALE

STEM
STUDENTS
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When creating the program, the intent was not
only to bridge the gap between what is taught in a
university degree and what is expected to be known
when looking for work, but to also bring students
across all universities together as a group to start
building up a professional network while being a
student. The program has been very deliberate in its
approach and seeks to collaborate with companies
that share the same beliefs as the Grad Girls team,
and Vic ICT for Women organisation, and that are
genuinely interesting in adopting and fostering
behavioural and organisational change not only
within their company, but also in the technology
industry as a whole.

talent, and information about recruitment. This
first-hand approach ensures participants get a
true representation of what the company’s culture
is like, while also learning about what the company
does in the tech industry.
One of the sessions is dedicated to personal
branding, putting together your elevator pitch,
how to create and/or clean up your online presence,
how to create a CV and LinkedIn profile, as well as
appropriate workplace behaviour.
Participants graduate from the program with
information that guides them in making career
decisions and the opportunity to understand what
skills companies - research and academic institutes
- are seeking. Girls also leave the program with new
friends and connections as a jumpstart to their
professional network. All graduating participants
are invited to a private Grad Girls group on LinkedIn
so that they can keep in touch.

What is Grad Girls?
Grad Girls is an award winning one-year program
targeting female university students undertaking
a STEM related degree. The program empowers
its participants to discover the pathways available
when taking the first step in their career. Grad Girls
is run through monthly sessions hosted by Platinum
Sponsors at their offices. Each session includes an
office tour, activities, talks showcasing local female

Our Events
Grad Girls runs on an academic year rather than
on the financial year. As such, during FY19, we ran
2 different programs. In this financial year, Grad
Girls ran two sessions as part of the 2018 program
in August and September 2018, with an end-ofprogram-celebration in October. In 2019,
five sessions were held from February to
June 2019.

Our Participants
The participants from our 2019 program were
made up of 61 female STEM students from 13
educational institutions in Victoria. Participants were
a mix of undergrads, Masters and PhD students and
candidates.
The Grad Girls program compliments university
coursework. Universities provide the foundations
for their degree while the Grad Girls program
provides students with tangible actions and steps
that can be implemented as they navigate through
the workforce, giving them an edge when applying
for jobs. The program fills the gap in what is not
taught at University but what the workforce
expects job applicants to know when applying
for jobs.
What makes our program unique?
Grad Girls is the first of its kind in Australia and is
unique in its approach, by focusing on bridging the
gap in transitioning a student from an academic to
a professional life in the tech industry. The program
is run independently from universities, making it the
only free of charge, all university inclusive program,
existing nationally.
In addition to being run independently from
Universities, the program is not affiliated or
funded entirely by any one company, hence there
is no corporate agenda or bias when showcasing
programs. The Grad Girls team is able to purposely
attract companies who are genuinely interested
in recruiting highly motivated female talent and
companies who share the same values as Vic
ICT for Women.

Awards Won
The program also provides a safe environment for
girls to ask company recruiters specific questions
about the recruitment process. In addition to this,
during our branding session, the participants were
able to practice their elevator pitch with each other
and professionals in the industry and covered topics
like appropriate workplace behaviour and what to
do if you experience inappropriate behaviour. These
topics are very rarely discussed with students.
Community Impact
The biggest impact of the program is that female
students are gaining an immense amount of
confidence to take the first step into the tech
industry. We have been told by several girls that the
structure of the program and events was always
inclusive and created a safe place to learn and
meet other females. Several of the participants are
introverted by nature but they were able to become
more outspoken as the year progressed. A few girls
began posting articles on LinkedIn after attending
other meet ups and conferences because they felt
more confident networking because of our program.

In September 2018, the Grad Girls program
won 2 awards:

• The 2018 TechDiversity Merit Award was
awarded to Vic ICT for Women’s Grad Girls
program in the category of Education.

• The 2018 Victorian Innovation Minister’s Diversity
Award was awarded to Vic ICT for Women’s Grad
Girls program by the Honorable Philip Dalidakis Minister for Innovation and the Digital Economy.
Thank you to our program sponsors
We would like to thank our platinum sponsors
for their generous support this year: Work180,
REA Group, AGL Energy, Thales, NAB, Motorola
Solutions and Liberty Financial.
The delivery model of our program is that a
Platinum Sponsor hosts a session at their offices.
Without successful confirmation of Platinum
Sponsorship, we would not have a session
run in that particular month.

One participant is writing a paper on the program as
part of her coursework and we are very much excited
to read how the program has positively impacted her.
From an employment perspective, 6 students
were hired by sponsoring companies after the
2018 program and 3 students have been hired
so far by 2019 sponsors.
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“Liberty was keen to get involved in Grad Girls and have the opportunity to
give back. We were impressed by the way the Grad Girls team at VIC ICT organised
this year’s program. They were switched-on, passionate and compiled a program that was
inspirational, supportive and encouraged the future STEM generation. It was great to
meet so many wonderful soon-to-be graduates, who were highly engaged,
inquisitive and receptive. We look forward to crossing paths with these
women as they forget their careers in tech.”
Katherine Roberts, Manager – Technology Community

“Grad Girls is a great way to meet other like-minded females in a minority field
and network with other sponsors and build confidence in networking and talking to
people in business in a nice welcoming environment. Before the program,
we weren’t able to do that.”
Sarah Bastiaan, Grad Girls
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Sponsor Story – Meet Michael
Name: Michael Karpavicius
Title: Pre Sales Director, APAC
Organisation: Motorola Solutions

I had always wanted to work for Motorola
Solutions as they are the market leader in
Critical Communications and produce the
best product, their brand is world renowned
and they are backed by the highest calibre
of people. Therefore it was my great honour
when I started at Motorola Solutions in
Mid- 2018 where recruiting top talent was
one part of my remit. There were hundreds
of male applicants and very few female
applicants applying for either graduate or
engineering positions. Realising there was
a large gender gap of candidates I was
fortunate enough to be introduced to one
of the many Vic ICT for Women programs,
Grad Girls.
I met some of the graduates from the Grad
Girls program, and WOW, I was blown away
by this group of young talented individuals
that were brimming with confidence, full of

new ideas and were about to complete their
degrees in various STEM courses. Little did I
know that this was not always the case and
it took a group of passionate, energetic and
dedicated industry leaders from the Grad
Girls program to bring forth the confidence
and the “can- do” attitude from every young
graduating STEM student.
Motorola Solutions has been actively
supporting and sponsoring Grad Girls this
year. It has been tremendously beneficial for
many of our staff to network, share stories
and discuss career development with these
future professionals.
We have always found our Grad Girls cohort
to be smart, motivated and engaged, making
the experience of being a partnership a rich
and rewarding one for all involved.

It was an honour for Motorola Solutions to
sponsor and played host to an industry event
arranged by the Grad Girls program in 2019.
This enabled the students to talk to industry
professionals, get to know the latest Critical
Communication technology and experience
life at Motorola Solutions.
Through this program, not only have we
been able to recruit some of the best female
STEM graduates, but it has also opened
the doors to the recruitment of future
high-calibre talent, ensuring that Motorola
Solutions remain as the market leader in
next generation Critical Communications
and intelligence.
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Why Importance of Women in IT?
Vic ICT for Women sees the importance of creating
a community that allows men and women to share
their career and personal journeys with others. We
aim to foster a positive community that inspires,
encourages and also gives permission for others to
dream about what is possible in their careers. Many
young women starting out in their careers look to
those who have been in the industry for a long time
and wonder about the journey that they been on,
what choices were made, and how they tackled the
challenges. This forum allows these issues to be
discussed and explored openly.

What is Importance of Women in IT?
Ten breakfast sessions are held annually where
a number of inspiring leaders in Information
Technology, or related fields, share their
experiences about their current job, their career
and personal choices that they made along the
way, the challenges they have faced, the pitfalls
they have experienced and the successes they
have celebrated.

The series is designed to:

• Provide an opportunity to our participants to
gain an understanding of what is possible

• Participants get ideas on how to develop and
progress their career

• Consider different career opportunities and
alternatives

• Hear real life experiences on how to deal

with some of the challenges women face in
the workforce
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• Meet people and expand their professional
and support network

Our Participants
In FY19, 635 people participated in the
events. Our participants represent a variety of
organisations across the IT industry, including
banking, government, start-ups, consulting,
telecommunications and universities.

What makes our program unique?
The Importance of Women in IT aims to foster a
positive community that inspire and encourage
each other. We often get feedback from our events
on how attendees feel inspired and energised
afterwards. We also get feedback on how inclusive
and encouraged they feel in such a supportive
environment.

Community Impact
The program fits into the “RETAIN” pillar. The
organisation is all about keeping women in their
chosen careers and understands why and when
they drop out. Many young women who are starting
out in their careers always look to those who have
been in the industry for a long time and wonder
about the journey that they been on, what choices
were made, and how they tackled the challenges.
The Importance of Women in IT, inspires female
professionals to stay in the industry by showing
what is possible in their career by showcasing role
models within the industry.

Our Events In FY19 we ran nine events from July through to June.
Date		

Speaker/s

Organisation

Topic

Jul 2018		

Graeme Isaacs

Leaders in Technology		

		

Finbar O’Hanlon				

Solving the Tech Leadership Gap

Aug 2018

Michelle Redfern

From conversation to action. The why, what & how to

-			

Women Outscore Men on Leadership Metrics:

							create gender balance at your organisation
Sept 2018

Desley Lodwick

Wisdom by Design		

Effective leadership in this VUCA world

Oct 2018

Annelli Blundell

-			

The invisible forces that shape women in leadership

Nov 2018

Wayne M. Morrison

IBM			

How women can tap into the digital disruption that is

							reshaping the workforce
Feb 2019

Dr Louise Mahler				

Presence & Influence Rethinking the digital revolution

Mar 2019

Simone Clancy

Breaking Through and Giving Back – Reflections on a

Yellowfin			

							Career in IT
May 2019		

Beck Melville

-			

Developing Strengths

Jun 2019		

Miranda Kovacic

ANZ			

Employee Experience using Human Centred Design

Thank you to our program sponsors
We would like to thank ANZ Bank as the key
platinum sponsor for this program, and also for
hosting and catering the breakfast events.

Feedback from our participants
We have received much positive feedback from
our participants over the past year where many
have commented on how the program have
helped them personally.

• “The networking activity at the beginning is a
great idea.”

• “It was worth the early start, because we get to
go back to our jobs and don’t feel like you lost
half of the day.”

• “Thank you for all the hard work you put into

these events. Great facilities. I’ve walked away
inspired and invigorated.”

• “Thanks for organising this event. It is great
to listen to such powerful personalities.”

• “Great vibe at each session. Thanks for
doing what you do VICITC4WOMEN :)”
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Sponsor Story – Meet Miranda
Name: Miranda Kovacic
Organisation: ANZ Bank
Title: Domain Lead, Employee
Experience, Technology
I have worked with Vic ICT for Women
for more than three years. I am a sponsor,
beneficiary and active participant. We
share a heartfelt passion for getting more
women into ICT. I sponsor monthly Vic
ICT for Women breakfasts at ANZ with
keynote speakers. We have more than 100
participants every month. Topics are Vic ICT
for Women activities and keynote speakers
on industry issues and change. We hear of
the courage of leaders, their contributions
and behavioural change. “See what you can
be” is key to encourage more women to excel
and expand their careers in Technology.
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ANZ was a platinum sponsor for “Go Girl, Go
for IT”. Never have I seen that many teenage
girls in one place, more than 2300. Talk
about courageous!! We need more women
in ICT. We need more products developed by
the people who will use them. We also need
increased diversity to uplift productivity. Vic
ICT for Women is a valuable contributor to
Technology Diversity.

Why What’s Hot In IT?
Technology changes so rapidly around us, and
as IT professionals, how do we keep learning
in a rapidly changing technological world? The
education we complete at the beginning of our
careers no longer defines us; what defines us
once we are working in the industry is how we
have continued to learn.
What’s Hot in IT brings together industry
leaders working at the forefront of the latest
trends in technology.

“Thanks again for the event last
night, it was fantastic and so well
organised! The breadth of speakers
were excellent, and it’s great to see
what others are doing out there

Each event is deliberately centred on
encouraging interaction between panellists
and attendees, allowing people to openly
talk about what’s important to them. The
events allow these leaders, researchers and
entrepreneurs to draw on their passion for their
area of expertise to inform and showcase new
trends within our industry, and to encourage
innovation and entrepreneurship.
The forum also enables women to network,
learn and explore new technology
concepts together.

with data, digital transformation and
helping to resolve social, cultural and
gender based issues! Thanks again
for your volunteering work and
the work of the Vic ICT for
Women group. Cheers!”
Rohan Durrant, IT Director at Neustar, Inc

What is What’s HOT in IT?
What’s Hot in IT is an interactive event
showcasing emerging technologies and
industry trends in a friendly and informative
atmosphere.
Using a ‘round table’ format, these events
feature a panel of IT specialists leading
discussions and providing insights into their
area of expertise. We attract a variety of
working women from different fields within

IT, and provide them with an opportunity to
learn, explore and discuss the current leading
trends and hot topics in IT. Our evening event
also serves as a great networking opportunity
for our participants.

What makes our program unique?
In most meetup meetings, industry experts
are invited to speak in a short presentation
or as part of a panel. If a participant wants to
explore an idea further, they will either have
to announce their questions publically to the
forum, or try to catch specific speakers at the
end of an event to talk directly with them.
What is unique about What’s Hot for IT is
that in addition to speaker presentations
and discussion panels, participants are also
encouraged to explore topics in round-table
discussions with guest speakers. In this way,
speakers and participants can also talk about
what is important for them, network, explore
ideas and learn from one another in a nonthreatening, relaxed setting. This variation in
formats not only keeps things interesting, but
also gives room for those who prefer deeper
conversations to express themselves and
be heard.
From a speaker perspective, the program gives
voice to those who want to share topics that
are more important for women. For example,
building the financial power of women. It also
gives a platform to showcase professional
women in IT, and enable them to share their
expertise and experience with others.
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Our Events

Our Participants

In the last financial year, What’s Hot in IT
has brought together leaders in four events
including:

In FY19, 370 people participated in the four
events. Our participants represent a variety
of organisations across the IT industry,
ncluding banking, government, start-ups,
consulting, telecommunications
and universities.

• Digital Health (July 2018)
• Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality
(October 2018)

• Move Fast and Break Things (March 2019)
• The Future of Fintech and Banking
(June 2019)
Each event involves gathering around a
particular hot technology topic. Around 8-12
special speakers who are thought-leaders in
their respective areas are invited to explore the
topic in a round-table format. As the speakers
join each table, participants are invited to
discuss topics with the speakers on their areas
of expertise/interest.
Some of the topics explored in these
sessions include: virtual and augmented
reality, vision-based recognition, artificial
intelligence technologies, virtual assistants,
machine learning, rising of digital workforce,
rural intelligence platform, data analysis and
visualisations, human-centred interfaces and
creative tech, open banking, mobile banking and
blockchain technology.
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What makes our program unique?
In most meetup meetings, industry experts are
invited to speak in a short presentation or as
part of a panel. If a participant wants to explore
an idea further, they will either have to announce
their questions publically to the forum, or try to
catch specific speakers at the end of an event to
talk directly with them.
What is unique about What’s Hot in IT is that in
addition to speaker presentations and discussion
panels, participants are also encouraged to
explore topics in round-table discussions
with guest speakers. In this way, speakers
and participants can also talk about what is
important for them, network, explore ideas and
learn from one another in a non-threatening,
relaxed setting. This variation in formats not only
keeps things interesting, but also gives room
for those who prefer deeper conversations to
express themselves and be heard.

‘”I loved it, that was the best three hours of my year”
From a speaker perspective, the program gives
voice to those who want to share topics that
are more important for women. For example,
building the financial power of women. It also
gives a platform to showcase professional
women in IT, and enable them to share their
expertise and experience with others.

Thank you to our program sponsors
We wish to thank our hosts and our platinum
sponsors for their generous support this year.
Each of our events are individually sponsored
and would not happen without their
financial support.
We wish to thank:

• Architech, Teba and Cognizant for

Community Impact
The program fits into the “RETAIN” pillar with
aims of inspiring and educating professional
women in IT in new technology trends.
Technology changes so rapidly around us,
and the program has given room for
professional women to keep abreast of new
technologies in a non-threatening setting.
What’s Hot in IT inspires female professionals
to stay in the industry by giving them a
platform to share new technology ideas,
learn, network and express themselves
professionally in a non-threatening setting.
Volunteers of the program have found
employment from connections
made in these events.

their platinum sponsorship of the
‘Digital Health’ event in July 2018.

• NAB and Neustar for their platinum
sponsorship of the ‘Artificial Intelligence
and Virtual Reality’ event in October 2018.

• Monash University for their platinum
sponsorship of the ‘Move Fast and Break
Things’ event in March 2019.

• NAB and Slack for their platinum
sponsorship of ‘The Future of Fintech
and Banking’ event in June 2019.

“I really appreciated the invitation to the forum on Friday
night. It was an interesting evening with many great people to talk to.
My daughter Rowina, particularly enjoyed the evening and came away
very excited so thank you for allowing me to bring her along.
I re-iterate my offer here. If you need help on
future events please reach out.”
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Why mentor(SHE)?

“I needed help with goal setting /
career direction. My mentor was
able to help me break down my
goals into achievable steps, consider
what I really wanted and makes me
happy. I had always held back from
doing extra study because I didn’t
know what extra skills work was
looking for. I have now documented
my goals and shared with my one
up, they have supported me doing
extra study and arrange a 4 week
trial with our dev team to
further upskill.”
Clair Handreck, Telstra Health, Health Services Group
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VIC ICT for Women’s mentor(SHE:) is a unique
mentoring program, with the aim of supporting
women and maintaining the retention rates of
women working in the technology sector.
The program is designed to build confidence,
provide networking opportunities, and facilitate
professional development.
Mentoring is vital to the success and retention of
women working in technology. We all benefit when
someone shows us the ropes and sponsors us for
new opportunities, particularly when they’re more
senior or have more experience. MentorShe also
provides male and female leaders the opportunity
to develop their mentoring skills as well as
increase their awareness of the value of a diverse
and inclusive workplace and the role they play in
achieving this.
Although the program is aimed at women working
in technology focused roles, it is evident that
more women today are joining the program to
obtain guidance on how to manage broader career
challenges such as maintaining a better work/
life balance, dealing with workplace conflicts,
leadership and executive progression and career
changes. This program provides a safe space
for participants to discuss and explore
these challenges.

What is mentor(SHE:)?
MentorShe is a 10-month mentoring program, held
annually. Every year, the session commences with
a kick-off event and a mentor/mentee matching
process, followed by face-to-face mentoring
sessions and many facilitated group sessions.
Enrolment to the program provides:

• Access to an external mentor
• Face to face mentoring
• Facilitated group sessions, including
professional development workshops

• Networking opportunities, including
informal meetups

Our Events
We ran a number of events in FY18 including
professional development workshops or informal
meetups. In 2019, we hosted the following events:

• The MentorShe Kick off Event
• Mentoring Breakfast
• Personal Branding workshop,
with a LinkedIn facilitator

• Mentor-Only lunch
• End of Year event

What makes our program unique?
Connecting Across different
organisations and industry sectors
Many mentoring programs in Victoria are either
associated to an organisation, educational institute,
industry sector or focussed on mentoring for
leadership. Our mentoring program aims to be
more community-focussed, allowing mentors
and mentees from different organisations
and industry sectors to participate. This
also means mentees have access to broad
range of mentors.

Mentor / Mentee Matching
Our mentoring program connects female mentees
with male or female mentors, from different
organisations and industry sectors
and roles through a detailed matching process.
Many participants have found our matching process
to be one of a kind, have built long term connections
and have gained access to invaluable insights not
often sought from in
the workplace.
Professionally facilitated
Our group facilitated sessions, such as our
professional development workshops, are
professionally facilitated and delivered in
collaboration with professional coaches, thought
leaders, speakers and educational professionals,
who are experts in leadership, self-confidence,
personal branding and team building.

Our Participants
Our 2019 mentoring program connected 100
mentees and mentors from 80 organisations around
Melbourne. The participants of the mentor program
come from diverse backgrounds and sectors – from
executives to entrepreneurs, from IT finance to
cybersecurity, from software development to
career coaches.
Our mentees include women who are currently
studying, are working as IT professionals, midmanagers and senior executives. Our mentors
have extensive experience working in a corporate
environment, or have their own business, and wish
to contribute back to the sector. And contrary to
popular belief, our mentees are often as experienced
as our mentors – almost 75% of our program
participants boast more than 15 years in
the industry!

Community Impact
Vic ICT for Women sees the importance of mentoring
and how it helps promote and retain women in IT
by connecting participants, facilitating information
sharing and creating a sense of community.
A woman’s career goes through many life stages, and
the benefit of the mentoring program in guiding our
members through their own journey is instrumental
in the retention of women within IT. The program fits
into the “RETAIN” pillar within Vic ICT for Women’s
suite of programs, and fosters a strong sense of
community amongst our professional participants.
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“My mentor has provided me with some great tools to become more self-aware of my
behaviour and how I am perceived by my team.” “[The best part of the program was] …
knowing the people in the network will always be willing to share.” My Mentor was a breath of
fresh air with new insights and perspectives together with new challenges that I had to rise to.
The ability to talk openly and honestly regarding my career with someone outside
my company was invaluable. I now consider a Mentoring programming as an
ongoing integral part of my career development.
SCADA Analyst, AusNet Services

Thank you to our program sponsors
We wish to thank AGL for their platinum
sponsorship of this program, and for M&T
and MCEC for their in-kind sponsorship of
the mentoring events.
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Sponsor Story – Meet Siddiqua
Name: Siddiqua Shaleen
Organisation: KPMG
Title: Manager – Information Security
Compliance, Business Enablement,
Information Technology Services

Vic ICT for Women is a great initiative that
helps women to feel empowered and build
a network and inspiring women of all ages.
I have been supporting Vic ICT for Women
as I struggled to kick off my career in IT due
to less support, mentoring, and guidance.
Programs like Vic ICT for Women helps to
attract and promote women to develop
their IT skills and reduce barriers to career
progression, and helps to increase
gender diversity.
I am incredibly thankful for the MentorShe
program. It helped me to enhance my vision

and allowed me an opportunity to self-reflect.
I have been participating in this program for
the last three years, and I am lucky to have
fantastic mentors every year who inspires
me by their experience, knowledge,
and expertise.
Vic ICT for Women made a difference in my
life not only professionally but also in my
personal life. It has helped me and other
staff from KPMG to connect with other
like-minded people and helped in my
personal growth and development.
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Why Click List?
Diversity is good for business. Most of the time
when we plan an event, we immediately reach out
to our own networks. Wouldn’t it be good to have
a listing of professional female tech, career and
diversity speakers in the STEM industry that
event organisers can leverage from easily? Click
List was established with the intent of giving
visibility and opportunity to professional female
tech, career & diversity speakers in the STEM
sectors, and also bringing different and diverse
opinions to events. It is also a way for professional
women to share their expertise and experience
with their community.

Our Events

What is Click List?

Our Participants

The Click List is a free resource that gives event
organisers immediate access to qualified, skilled,
dynamic, engaging and interesting tech speakers
and MCs.

The Click List is a platform for women in STEM
to portray their profiles for speaking at conferences
and other public forums. There are currently over
100 women profiled on the Click List website.

The Click List is aimed at conference organisers,
industry organisations, journalists and bloggers
and will highlight the experience and expertise of
women who are available to speak – on a broad
range of topics – at industry events, conferences,
and comment on trade media articles.
As we evaluate and add nominees, it will get
easier and easier to find the perfect speaker
via The Click List.
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We were delighted to partner with our Sponsor,
AGL, to host a The Click List showcase on Tuesday
12th February in Docklands. This event attracted
over 100 attendees and showcased six of
Click List Speakers:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Anneli Blundell
Row Murray
Kelly Benson
Chris Skipper-Conway
Kate Illsley
Dayle Stevens

What makes our program unique?
Majority of the speaker bureaus are not focused
on diversity. By providing a female only listing, we
enhance the opportunity to showcase women and
their talents.
Over the next year, we plan to run events to promote
the speakers, run speaker training, assist with
building their profiles and with professional
photos for their profiles.

“What inspired me about Click List is the industry’s interest as nobody has tackled the
problem in the same way. Click List provides an opportunity for subject-matter experts to share
on their areas of expertise and gives them a platform to share. Click List now also provides
opportunities for up-and-coming subject-matter experts who do not yet have a platform to share.
What excites me is that speakers on the Click List are now being utilised not only in Victoria, but
they have also been invited to speak in events interstate in Sydney and Queensland.”
Chris Skipper-Conway, GMT People

Community Impact
We want to ensure that women are equally
represented at conferences, given speaking
opportunities as role models are key to building
a balanced future. We would like to be top of
mind for event organizers when it comes to
STEM female speakers.

Thank you to our program sponsors
We would like to thank AGL as the key platinum
sponsor for this program.
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Sponsor Story – Meet Krystle
Name: Krystle Northover
Organisation: Neustar
Title: Office Manager, Australia & UK
As a global technology company, Neustar
has a strong focus on supporting women
in technology. Over the past 2 years of
involvement with Vic ICT for Women, our
staff have been involved in many Vic ICT
programs, including Go Girl, Importance of
Women, What’s Hot in IT, and Mentor:She.
While we run an internal community to
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support women in technology, we sponsor
Vic ICT for Women so that we can scale our
reach beyond the limited scope of our own
organisation. Through our sponsorship, our
company and staff can make a difference
in addressing gender diversity across the
broader technology industry, which in turn
further raises visibility within the company.

Treasurer’s Report
For the financial year ended 30 June 2019, Vic ICT for Women reported an operating profit of $98,056 that
resulted in the organisation’s reserves increasing by 30 per cent across the year from $331,618 to $429,674.
The organisation’s strong financial result for the year was derived from each of organisation’s programs
running at a surplus or very near breakeven. This financial performance together with our continuing
membership income has enabled the organisation to cover its corporate operating costs whilst also
building reserves.
The organisation is highly solvent. During the year, Vic ICT for Women’s liabilities decreased significantly due
to the ‘Go Girl, Go for IT’ event in August 2018 which enabled moneys received in advance to be released from
the organisations balance sheet, where they were previously recorded as a liability, to be recognised
as income.
Over the last two years the organisation’s reserve position has improved by 124 per cent. The organisation’s
now strong reserve position has had a significant impact in allowing the organisation, and the Board,
to increasingly focus on how the organisation can re-invest in itself to grow programs and to create the
infrastructure and systems required by a larger, highly functioning organisations. This focus is underpinned
by the Board adopting a prudent investment attitude: focussing on the case by case merits of investment
and the financial and operational returns created by any investment.
My thanks to Barb Weston for her diligent management of the organisation’s finances and our auditor
the McCann Financial Group for their work and commentary over the audit period.

Fred Halliday
Treasurer
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Finance Report

Victorian Women in ICT Network Incorporated

Victorian Women in ICT Network Incorporated

Income and Expenditure Statement
Year to 30 June 2019

Balance sheet
As at 30 June 2019

		

					

					Note

2019 $		

2018 $

					Note
Cash

Sponsorships				144,641		162,171
Memberships			2

64,227		78,682

Events					83,599		26,803

		Online Saver Account			412,160		390,610
Accounts receivable				13,576		73,669

Other revenue				0		27

Prepayments				0		2,741
Total Current Assets				433,242		479,359

Total income				294,040		269,084

					
Liabilities

Gross profit					292,084		266,504

			
Account payable				4,699		6,116
GST account				(1,131)		3,569

					
Expenditure

Unearned / deferred income			0		138,056
Program delivery costs: staff payments

3

1,091		

29,956
Total Current Liabilities				3,568		147,741

Program delivery costs: other			114,623		9,131
Membership administration costs: staff payments3

4,852		

3,091

					

Membership administration costs: other		

(185)		

8,415

Net assets						429,674		331,618

General operating costs: staff payments

37,693		

39,126

							

3

General operating costs: other			20,229		12,357
Marketing / website / CRM			

15,725		

24,734

Total operating expenditure			194,028		126,810
					
Surplus / (Deficit) for year				
				

32

PayPal				(3,245)		(3,441)

		Cash Management Account		10,751		15,780

Interest income				1,573		1,401

Less: cost of sales				1,956		2,580
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2019 $		2018 $

Assets

Income

98,056		

139,694

Equity

				
Current year earnings				98,056		139,694
Retained earnings				331,618		191,924
Total Equity at 30 June 2019			

				

429,674		

331,618

Notes to the Financial Statements for the year ending 30 June 2019
1. Statement of significant accounting policies
The accounting policies set out below have been
applied consistently to all periods presented in
these financial statements.
A. Basis of measurement:
The financial statements have been prepared on
an accrual basis and are based on historical cost
and do not take into account changing money
values except where specifically stated.
B. Income tax:
The association is a not-for-profit organisation
and is exempt from income tax under section 5045 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
C. Cash and cash equivalents:
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on
hand, deposits, held at call with banks, other
short-term highly liquid investments with original
maturities cash within three months.
D. Income recognition:
Revenue Sponsorship revenue is recognised at
the date of the activity for which sponsorship
is provided or to the amount of any expenditure
relating to that activity if that expenditure is
incurred prior to that activity. Membership income
is recognised on invoicing. All other forms of

revenue are recognised on their receipt. At period
end, any sponsorship moneys not recognised
as income are carried in the balance sheet as
‘Unearned / deferred income’.
E. Goods and services tax (GST):
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised
net of the amount of GST. Receivables and
payables are stated inclusive of GST.
F. Accounts receivable:
Accounts receivable include amounts from
customers for services rendered and members
for annual membership fees due. All accounts
receivable are reviewed on a monthly basis and
are expected to be collected full. All receivables
are expected to be collected within a 12-month
period and classified as current assets.
G. Accounts payable:
Accounts payable represent the liability for
goods and services received that remain unpaid.
Accounts payables are paid within 30 days of a
liability being recognised.

2. Membership income comprises all income
derived from membership fees from the
six classes of membership set out in the
association’s constitution. Membership is
a GST-able supply and is stated net of GST
within the membership income line.
3. Staff payments comprise payment to the
association’s manager and bookkeeper. Neither
the manager nor the bookkeeper are employees
of the association and hence no employee
liabilities are accrued for their services. Staff
payments are allocated between general
operating costs, program delivery costs, or
membership administration costs based on
time spent on each.
4. Transactions between related parties are
on normal commercial terms and no more
favourable than those available to
other parties.
5. No committee members entered into any
material contract the association. There
were no loans to committee members.

H. Fixed assets and stock:
The association does not hold any fixed assets
or items of stock on its balance sheet. Any small
value purchases below $300 or stationery stock
purchases are expensed at the date of purchase.
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Our Volunteers
Our heartfelt thanks to all the volunteers who gave so generously of their time to support our organisation and its members,
without whom so much of our success would not have been possible.
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Go Girl

- Ashlee Jensen

- Tania Sharp

IOW

- Evelien Leon

- Nevena Andric

- Mika Kalaw

- Chris Skipper-Conway

- Annabelle Boodhna

- Tuleisha Lucardie

- Geetika Arora

- Julie Khoo

- Fi Slaven

- Rachael Bunshaw

- Elizabeth Martinez

- Caroline Barclay

- Erica Lay

- Jo Smyth

- Adeline Chang

- Tafadzwa Mutize

- Belinda Boo

- Vanessa Lizzarraga-Castro

- Tasmin Stanford

- Neelam Chaurasia

- Prashasti Pradhan

- Bernice Boo

- Vivian Ly

- Jessica Todd

- Apeksha Grewal

- Yoshita Pradhan

- Rachel Bott

- Kirsty McDonald

- Manique Tsang

- Mena Lambert

- Nicole Renvoize

- Jo Caldwell-Neilson

- Liv Medina

- Sophie Twamley

- Kaye Mattiske

- Frank Smolenaers

- Jacquie Connaugton

- Emma Milburn

- Emma Urli

- Taffy Mutize

- Punita Udeshi

- Olga Drobysheva

- Mary Minnock

- Natalia Valciukas

- Wendy Nguyen

- Aishwarya Vishwanath

- Kira Eviston

- Tassia Moniz

- Dan Vucic

- Amy Pham

- Joyce Wang

- Aniruddh Fichadia

- Jodi Morgan

- Damian White

- Daniel Robinson

- Karen Gee

- Krishna Nair

- Lyn Windsor

- Jasmine Sahni

MentorShe

- Emily Gornalle

- Natalie Nguyen

- Denise Yeung

- Pritida Vinod

- Danni Buchner

- Niall Henry

- Louiza Nutt

- Georgia Hoosten

- Sara Ogston

- Natalie Hough

- Maria Palmer

- Jilian Hunter

- Yvette Pearce

- Amani Ibrahim

- Cat Perrett

- Nahla Ibrahim

- Shoba Poobalan

- Megan Iemma

- Danielle Pullin

- Gihan Isac

- Jacquie Connaughton

Grad Girls

What’s Hot

- Srujana Cherukuri

- Nat Byrgiotis

- Beinda Boo

- Jasmine Fairhill

- Kate Illsley

- Rachael Burnshaw

- Ann Fernando

- Michael Karpavicius

- Zhen Cheong

- Kirsty Glen

- Wendy Nguyen

- Mireille Constantine

- Isabelle Kluger

- Alison Currie

- Kathryn Marshall

- Catrina Rowe

- Ann Fernando

- Megha Metha

- Kristie Ismail

- Jonny Sagorin

- Renee Gaspar

- Manasa Murphy

- Josie Janssen

- Adi Sharma

- Kerrin Howard

- Anita Schmidt

Thank you to all our Sponsors, Partners and Members
Thank you to our sponsors, partners and members (individual, corporate and educational) who supported us through FY19!
Your support makes it possible to create epic pathways for Women in Tech. Thank you for your ongoing support and contribution,
and we are lucky to have you on our team.

Corporate Members
GOLD

SILVER

• AGL
• ANZ
• Ausnet Services
• Australia Post
• Bupa
• Cisco
• Cognizant
• Datacom Systems
• IAG
• KPMG
• Microsoft
• NAB
• Oracle
• Tabcorp Holdings
• UniSuper
• Vanguard
• Victoria Police

• Computershare
• DB Results
• Kinetic IT
BRONZE

• Cloud Talent Group
• Davidson
• Defence Health
• eNett
• ExecCo. Search
• GMT People
• HERE Technologies
• Honda
• IMA
• M&T Resources
• RXP
• Stihl
• Telstra Health ADCC
• Transurban
• Yellowfin International

Education Partners

Sponsors & Partners

•
•
•
•
•

• ACS Foundation
• AGL Energy
• AISA
• ANZ Bank
• Architech
• Aussie Broadband
• Australian Women in

Coder Academy
Deakin University
Monash University
RMIT University
University of
Melbourne, School
of Computing &
Information Systems

• Victoria University
Polytechnic

Security Network

• Carsales.com
• Cognizant
• Computershare
• Datacom
• Deakin University
• Deloitte
• Envato
• GE
• GMT People
• Google
• Kinetic IT
• Liberty Financial
• Melbourne University
• Monash University
• Motorola Solutions

• MYOB
• NAB
• Neustar
• PWC
• REA Group
• Resource Solutions Group
• University of Melbourne,
School of Engineering

• Seek
• Slack
• Teba
• Tech Girls are Superheroes
• Telstra
• Thales
• The Dream Collective
• Toyota
• Transpire
• Transurban
• Victoria State Government
• V-Line
• William Buck
• Women’s Agenda
• Work180
• Yellow Fin
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Current Board Members

First Row
Chris Skipper Conway (Chairperson), Ayten Ozenc (Deputy Chairperson
Governance lead), Fi Slaven (Secretary), Fred Halliday (Treasurer), Hazell Honour
(Legal lead), Nathan Wheat (Sponsorship lead), Vanessa Curtis (Marketing lead)
Second Row
Julie Walker (Membership and CRM lead), Louiza Nutt (Go Girl, Go for IT, program
lead), Sara Ogston (Grad Girls, program lead), Caroline Stainkamph (IOW, program
lead), Elizabeth Mulhall (What’s HOT in IT, program lead), Jessica Bircsak
(MentorShe, program lead), Pritida Vinod (Click List, program lead)
Third Row
Koula Tsiaplias (Grad Girls, associate), Nicky Allen (What’s Hot in IT, associate),
Stephanie Chan (Governance, associate)
Past Members: Jacquie Connaughton (MentorShe, associate),
Tanya Sharp (Go Girl Go for IT, associate)
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How to be involved
Vic ICT for Women is an organisation fueled by our wonderful volunteers,
members and partners. There are lots of ways for you to get involved
and support our mission.

Become a Member
Add your name to the ranks of the people and companies who are making
a difference and promoting gender equality.
Visit: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/membership-benefits/

Volunteer
Our volunteers power every single one of our activities. We’re looking for all
sorts of skills and help – reach out and connect with us!
Visit: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/programmes/volunteers/

Sponsor
Raise your company’s visibility and support a program at the same time.
Sponsorship opportunities vary in size and scope. For more info
visit: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/sponsors-supporters/

Donate
Or if you’d like to make a tax deductable donation to help support a program,
contact us directly at: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/contact/
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ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCING WOMEN IN
DIGITAL + TECH
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Victorian Women in ICT Network Inc.
G.P.O Box 4572, Melbourne. Vic 3001 Australia
M: 0407457249 E: enquiries@vicictforwomen.com.au
www.vicictforwomen.com.au

